M E T R O P O L I T A N
S E R V I C E S

E M E R G E N C Y
B O A R D

RADIO TECHNICAL OPERATIONS COMMITTEE
***TENTATIVE AGENDA***
Board Room, Metro Counties Government Center
May 27, 2015
1:00 – 3:00 p.m.

MEMBERS:
Ulie Seal, Chair
MN Fire Chiefs Association
Ron Jansen, Vice Chair
Dakota County
Jeff Bjorklund
Metropolitan Airports
Commission
Susan Bowler
Carver County
Chris Caulk
Isanti County
Jon Eckel
Chisago County
Clif Giese
Metro Region EMS
John Gundersen
Hennepin County
Chad LeVasseur
Metropolitan Council
Rod Olson
City of Minneapolis
Chuck Steier
At-large member, U of M
Police
Jake Thompson
Anoka County
Dean Tilley
Washington County
Chris Weldon
Scott County
Scott Williams
Ramsey County
Open
MN Chiefs of Police
Association

1. Call to Order
2. Approval of April 22, 2015 Minutes
3. Agenda Items
a. COMT Certification for Bob Cooper, MSP Airport – Jill Rohret
b. Isanti County Console Upgrade to MCC 7500s – Chris Caulk
c. Discussion: Regional Standard for Roaming/Requested Sites for Metro? –
Jon Eckel/John Gundersen
d. Discussion: Radio/IPAWS Regional Funding Priorities FY2016-2017
4. Moves, Additions & Changes to the System
a. Existing/Other Systems
b. Update on Removal of Voting from Interoperability System
5. Committee Reports
a. Metro Mobility System Usage Update—Chad LeVasseur/Dana Rude
b. SMG Update
c. Reports from SECB Committees—Jill Rohret
6. Other Business
a. Regional Talkgroup Permissions Update – None
7. Adjourn
Ulie Seal, Chair

Metropolitan Emergency Services Board
Radio Technical Operations Committee
Meeting Notes
April 22, 2015

Members Present: Ulie Seal, Chair; Jeff Bjorklund; Susan Bowler; Jon Eckel; Clif Giese; John Gundersen;
Ron Jansen; Chad LeVasseur; Rod Olson; Dave Pikal; Chuck Steier; Jake Thompson; Dean Tilley; and Chris
Weldon.
Guests Present: Jill Rohret, Metropolitan Emergency Services Board; Martin Moody, Metropolitan
Emergency Services Board; Dana Rude, Metro Mobility; Rick Juth, Emergency Communication Networks;
Rubin Walker, Emergency Communication Networks; Tim Boyer, Minnesota State Patrol; and Jeff Nelson,
PSC Alliance.
Call to Order: Ulie Seal called the meeting to order at 1:04 p.m. Seal noted there was a change to the
agenda, adding Minneapolis’ console upgrade.
M/S/C – Ron Jansen moved to approve the revised agenda. Clif Giese seconded. The motion carried.
Minutes of the March 25, 2015 Meeting:
M/S/C – Jeff Bjorklund moved to approve the March 25, 2015 meeting minutes. Jake Thompson seconded.
The motion carried.
St. Louis Park Console Upgrade to MCC 7500s: Jeff Nelson stated the City of St. Louis Park wished to
upgrade its current three Gold Elite consoles to MCC 7500 consoles, plus a patching console, for a total of
four consoles. They will reduce their IDs by 212 and log via local control stations. They will use two 4port CCGWs and use all eight ports.
M/S/C – Ron Jansen moved to approve the St. Louis Park console upgrade. Giese seconded. The motion
carried.
Regional Standard for Roaming/Requested Sites for Metro: Jill Rohret stated the amended version of
the state standard was included in the meeting materials. The standard allows roaming without
permissions and by more than main talkgroups. At the SECB meeting the Chair stated that they would
assist the metro in enforcing a more stringent standard. She did send out the old metro version before it
was deleted when the state version was originally enacted. She feels that additional data from subsystem
owners is needed, such as what talkgroups are roaming onto your sites. She cautioned that enacting a
more stringent metro standard will also apply to metro roaming onto Greater Minnesota sites as well as
roaming in the region. She said that Greater Minnesota roaming onto metro sites is not restricted to the
Norwood subsystem; it is also a problem on the North Branch subsystem.
Rubin Walker said ECN has been pulling reports on channel capacity, what talk groups are involved and
whether or not they are the main ones. He estimates it will take 30-60 days to compile the data.
Jon Eckel noted that Pine County’s roaming onto North Branch was not anticipated in Chisago and Isanti
Counties’ traffic projections. They are doing more than roaming, they are using requested sites.
Ron Jansen noted that Dakota County has a good relationship with all of its neighbors and he doesn’t want
to create more work for them to resolve one issue.
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John Gundersen noted that a lot of roaming from Greater Minnesota occurs because they do not have
enough coverage.
Rohret noted that some roaming is entirely legitimate and not all roaming is the same. She did not that
sending an email requesting permission for more than main talkgroups to roam and/or to roam beyond
the adjacent site is not a lot of extra work.
Seal said that either we need to enact a more stringent standard or put this behind us and move on. The
SECB has historically been hesitant to get involved in regional issues, but they are willing to get involved
in this. This is ultimately an infrastructure issue; the metro installed the infrastructure it needed while
other areas did not.
Eckel said that a tighter policy for roaming onto and out of the metro should be crafted to address the
problem. He offered to assist in drafting the policy. John Gundersen offered as well.
Rohret noted that Peter Sauter of Carver County called her this morning and offered his assistance as well.
She asked that those counties that border other Minnesota counties report back what roaming they are
seeing.
Minneapolis Console Upgrade to MCC 7500s: Rod Olson stated Minneapolis is going to move to the
MCC 7500s. They have 16 Gold Elite Consoles and are moving to 17 7500 consoles; 16 positions plus a
patching console. They will use 14 ports on two CCGWs. He would like to re-use the IDs which are being
freed up by the new consoles to accommodate new subscriber units which are being purchased; it is
possible that IDs will be returned in the future. They will free up one, possibly two T1s.
Rohret asked when the CEBs would be removed.
Olson said they will be removed right away.
M/S/C-Ron Jansen moved to approve the Minneapolis console upgrade. Jeff Bjorklund seconded. The motion
carried.
Moves, Additions & Changes to the System: Dean Tilley said that as mentioned last month, the
Woodbury water tower site will be down. The Hennepin County SATCOW will be set up May 5. Work will
begin May 15. A T1 connection to the site is in the works. It will be down until the first of October.
Chris Weldon said that testing for new consoles started today.
Jansen said that the removal of voting for the interoperability system has been decided. It was discussed
at a meeting with MnDOT on Monday and at SMG today. As migration to MCC 7500 consoles occurs,
individual CCGWs can be hooked up to console. The voting will go away gradually at first. Existing RS
sites will remain the same.
Rohret asked whether or not PSAPs will be notified ahead of time.
Jansen replied yes they will be. More information on this will follow.
Committee Reports: Dana Rude said that Metro Mobility’s consoles are being installed and training
begins next week. He said they are aware the usage has increased.
Rohret asked if the addition of consoles will improve things.
Rude said that is the hope. June is the target month to finish install.
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Tilley noted that usage seems as high as it ever was.
Rude responded that it could be on some subsystems. He noted that Washington County used to have a
provider that did not operate on the ARMER system; that is no longer the case. The increase in mobile
units was supposed to have occurred after the console addition, but it got flip-flopped. He hopes the
consoles will help control use. They are in discussions with Trapeze to revise the API to allow the CAD to
function similarly to how Metro Transit’s functions.
Clif Giese asked how many radios Metro Mobility had.
Rude responded that the total fleet is about 450, though 80-90 buses don’t use the ARMER system. Metro
Mobility does about 5,000-6,000 transports a day.
Jansen asked what the TOC’s plan was. Should they wait and see or formulate an action plan?
Rohret noted that in the past the TOC implemented usage targets. Metro Mobility met their targets on all
subsystems except Anoka County and operated that way for a few months. Since last fall usage has
increased. There has never been any plan discussions until now.
Jake Thompson said that despite the recent usage increases, he is still happy with the decline of use on
Anoka. He would get upset if he starts see 150+ hours again.
Eckel asked how growth is going to be dealt going forward. Will channels be added in the metro? Will
significant users who don’t own infrastructure be required to purchase channels?
Chad LeVasseur said that the Metropolitan Council may be willing to entertain that thought. Transit in
general is growing dramatically. Transit Police will be the third largest police force in the state after next
year.
Martin Moody suggested that may be a worthwhile agenda item for the TOC, so that an answer could be
provided to the MESB in the event they ask. Some board members would be upset at the growing usage
numbers. An overall plan would be nice.
Seal noted that this is a system growth issue that isn’t entirely related to transit. The focus for so long has
been to get the system built. The system in some places is now 10-15 years old and in some places two
years old. A lot has changed in 15 years. There are limited resources; we could either add more or
restrict access.
Rude said he would bring the concern back to the Metropolitan Council’s Transportation Services staff.
There is growth on a greater scale in the metro and they have been tracking and forecasting it.
Jansen advised that we work on the issue before it becomes a hot button issue.
Gundersen said that the state should be engaged to see if they have done any studies on growth in the
metro area. This is not just a regional problem as it also affects the state. There has likely been an
increase in growth/use by state agencies as well.
SMG Update: Jansen said that two representatives from Motorola were there. April 1, 2016 is the lock
down date for the 7.15 upgrade. MnDOT gave a status update on the Gold Elites and the backup master
site, ATIA parsing, Standard 1.11.1 was discussed. Interop meeting notes from yesterday were made
available. A system owners group will meet in alternate months
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SECB Committee Reports: Rohret said the following items are on the April SECB agenda: console
upgrades for Regions Hospital, and Carver and Crow Wing Counties; approval of Two Harbor Towing
participation plan sponsored by Lake County; and Standard 1.11.1 is on the agenda but will need to go to
OTC- so it will probably be removed. The Steering Committee had a discussion on some bylaws changes
dealing with the Legislative Committee and its membership. The Board will take action on a text to 911
resolution and vote on a resolution regarding language for fees collected from wireless public safety
network.
Rohret noted that Regional Funding Priorities FY 2016-2017 will need to be discussed, probably on next
month’s agenda. The MESB needs to get better at fostering discussions between the 911 and Radio TOCs
on this matter so that PSAP’s interoperability needs are addressed as well as IPAWS. When the MESB
applies for grants, a spending plan has been set. IPAWS and FirstNet might be on the horizon as well. She
has heard from four agencies about spending the SHSP and the SECB grant funds. The deadline for
notification is May 1.
Thompson talked about the draft MN comments to the FirstNet Second Notice from the Interoperable
Data Committee perspective.
Rohret suggested members read at least the first four pages (summary and key points) of the state’s
response.
Walker noted that Second Notice comments are due by April 28.
Other Business: Rohret said there is no regional talkgroups permissions update. Nothing has been
received from Sibley County.
Tilley stated he is retiring June 30. The County is hoping to hire his replacement before he leaves.
M/S/C – Ron Jansen moved to adjourn. Dean Tilley seconded. The motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at 2:40 p.m.
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METRO REGION
800 MHz Trunked Regional Public Safety Radio System
Standards, Protocols, Procedures
Document Section:

2—Configuration
&
Allocation
Sub-Section:
2.7
Procedure Title:
Radio Site Access Permission
SUBSYSTEM ROAMING
Date Established:
1/19/01
Replaces Document Dated: 9/15/04
Date Revised:
5/15/15

TOC Recommended
Date: January 19, 2001
MRB Approval - Signature:
Date: 02/02/01

1. Purpose or Objective
The network infrastructure and subscriber units are configured to permit managed access
to various “sites” throughout various parts of the system. This managed site access provides
the ability for users to achieve wide area coverage where necessary for mission critical
operations, enhanced in-building portable coverage and a degree of system level backup in
the event of certain types of major network failures. ROAMING FOR NON-ESSENTIAL
OPERATIONS IS SUBJECT TO BEING RESTRICTED IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN AN
ACCEPTABLE GRADE OF SERVICE FOR MISSION CRITICAL OPERATIONS. Roaming from
regions or systems outside of the Metro Region, into the Metro Region systems, other than
regional or statewide talkgroups, must be approved by the Metropolitan Emergency Services
Board (MESB) Radio Technical Operations Committee (TOC).
2. Technical Background:
Infrastructure programming settings that control site access for talk/multigroups
There are settings in the system infrastructure to control the “Site Access Denial Type"
parameter, which controls how site access is handled for the radio users of the system. Radio
users & talkgroups have independent access lists programmed into the system infrastructure
which enables the site access for each respectively, however how the access is permitted
depends on the “Site Access Denial Type” settings:
Individual Only:

Indicates the radio is rejected if the individual radio user does not
have access to the site.

TalkGroup Only:

Indicates the radio is rejected if its current selected talkgroup does not
have access to the site.
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Deleted: MESB area

Deleted: Radio
Deleted: Users
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Deleted: TalkGroups
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Both:

Indicates the radio is rejected if neither the talkgroup nor
the radio has access to the site. “Logical OR”

Either:

Indicates the radio is rejected if either the talkgroup or the
radio does not have access to the site. “Logical AND”

Infrastructure programming settings that control site access for Interconnect/Private
Call
The site access privileges for Private & Interconnect Calls are based on the site access settings
for the “Radio User”, they are not based on the system “Site Access Denial Type” settings, and
are independent of talkgroup site access settings.
Radio programming settings that control site access
The subscribers’ radios themselves contain “Site Preference” selections in the RSS
programming.
Radios can be programmed with multiple unique personalities, which will allow unique Site
Preference Selections for each talkgroup in the radio.

Deleted: …

Least Preferred:

The site will be avoided unless it is the only usable site for operation.

No Preference:

The site is given no preference. If the site is not listed here, the radio
automatically assigns it no preference.

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0", Hanging: 1.5", Tab stops:
Not at 0"

*Preferred:

The site will be used over all non-preferred sites with similar
signal strength.

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0", Hanging: 1.5"

*Always Preferred:

The site will be used over all non-preferred sites with similar signal
strength even if the site loses communication with the Zone Controller &
enters site trunking.

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0", Hanging: 1.5"

*Note*

Always Preferred & Preferred are operationally identical, if the radio sites have
communication with the system and are operating in wide area mode.

 Constraints
Using the “Both” site access denial setting to facilitate unique individual needs will allow those
individuals full access to all of their talk groups at sites that they have “Radio User” permission
for.
Using the “Either” site access denial setting to facilitate unique individual needs may block those
individuals from site access, even in emergency conditions.
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3. Operational Context:
Normally, only those talk groups in Priority 3 (Mutual Aid) or above will be permitted
access at ALL sites.
Talkgroups would generally be permitted access at all those sites necessary to support the
“normal day to day” business operations of the users of that talkgroup.
If it is necessary that a talkgroup have redundancy protection in the event of a site failure,
the attempt shall be made to use 1 adjacent or overlapping non-owned site for the
talkgroups protection. Factors determining the best protection site include coverage of the
site, or even function of the talkgroups per site.

Deleted:

Deleted: Non
Deleted: Owned

Custom talkgroup site access configuration profiles can be created consistent with this
standard.
Dispatchers would be able to use the Wide Area, “Roaming,” “Common” or “Pool” talk
groups described in Infrastructure Configuration (below) for patching to their local area
talk groups to facilitate temporary wide area access for emergent events.
4. Recommended Protocol/ Standard:
Subscriber Unit Configuration:
In the Subscriber Radio RSS Programming , the radio would normally be enabled for
all sites of the system, the operational site access would then be managed at the system
level.
While there may be some variation due to user operating profiles, the user’s home site will
normally be selected as “ALWAYS PREFERRED”. The user’s secondary site(s) will normally
be selected as “NO PREFERENCE” as shall be other sites owned by that user (i.e. regional
edge sites for regional users, Hennepin West for Hennepin users, etc.) and the regional
dominant site for non-regional users. All other sites will normally be selected as “LEAST
PREFERRED” (i.e. local subsystem sites for regional users, regional edge sites for local
users, etc.).
Radios with no site preference tables, or with all sites set to the default “NO PREFERENCE”
will not be allowed on the system because they will indiscriminately roam among all sites
where the selected talk group is allowed. The MESB Radio TOC shall approve all roaming
requests from any user or regions outside of the Metro Region and their site preference
tables before their radios are allowed on any Metro Region area systems.
Infrastructure Configuration: Radio user profiles themselves would generally not have
special site access permissions granted. Site access for wide area operations will primarily
be managed at the talk group level. System Managers may accomplish this by designating
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site access throughout the system to a limited number of special wide area talk groups.
These special talk groups would not be main dispatch or tactical talk groups with high
volumes of radio traffic, but may be special Wide Area, “Roaming,” “Common” or “Pool” talk
groups.

Deleted: Wide
Deleted: Area

The "Site Access Denial Type" for the system is set to “TALKGROUP,” meaning that a radio
will receive an out of range indicator on a selected talk group at a site if both the talkgroup
and the radio user privileges are denied at the site. The use of "Critical User" and "Critical
Site" in the system is generally discouraged and must be authorized by the MESB Radio
TOC.

Deleted: Radio Board

5. Recommended Procedure:
The defined standard would be implemented & maintained by system administrators.

Deleted: the Administrators of the system

6. Management
The MESB Radio TOC is responsible for oversight and ensuring that the standard is followed.
(See Section 1 – Management.)
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